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Dial A For Aunties by Jesse Q Sutanto is listed as a contemporary romance

but it’s so much more. This novel will have you laughing from beginning to

end. What happens when your mother takes it upon herself to sign you up for

online dating? Chaos! Throw in a billionaire’s wedding and a dead body and

you have one huge mess! Thank goodness for her Ma and her Aunties coming

to the rescue.

Good Company by Cynthia D’Aprix Sweeney. Flora questions everything

about her marriage and her relationship with her best friend when she

stumbles across her husband’s wedding ring he supposedly lost years ago. For

years Flora and Julian barely kept their business afloat. After a move to Los

Angeles, a move that brings them closer to her best friend, she wonders if she

was right to trust them both. Check out this book to see if she was right to

trust her husband and her best friend.

Goodnight Beautiful by Aimee Molloy. Sam and Annie are newlyweds who

celebrate their marriage every week. He is a therapist who works long hours

in his basement office. Unfortunately, he doesn’t realize that through a vent in

the ceiling, everything is heard from the room above. When he goes missing

everyone thinks he has just left town. This book is a psychological thriller and

you won’t want to put it down.

The Secret Life Of Dorothy Soames : A Memoir by Justine Cowan is a

Biography Memoir. Dorothy Soames grew up as a foundling. A foundling is a

child born out of wedlock to a middle class mother. She had to pass a test to

have her infant accepted into the orphanage. Read this book to learn how

Dorothy was treated and survived her years at the orphanage.
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